Spanish Companions prosper for distributors and importers in
Poland
KIDS’ TIME is no longer a small child - this year it celebrates its 10th
birthday. The special jubilee is celebrated from 20 to 22 February 2019.
Well-known and recognized Spanish producers will present their offer at
the event too. The Spaniards will present a wide range children's
articles. Fashionable clothes and textiles, accessories and useful
equipment such as prams and strollers, baby-baths and kids room
furniture - this and much more on display at KIDS’ TIME.

TUC TUC; B-28

tuc tuc is a Spanish brand that is a reference point in childcare,
children's fashion and baby products whose inspiration arises from the
worlds of fantasy and fun in which children live. Celebrating its 25th
anniversary, the brand devotes its efforts each season to ensuring its
articles are always highly creative and innovative, making quality and the
safety of the youngest members of the household a priority.
"Through our products we are present when parents and children are
together: when playing, outon a stroll, at mealtimes, travelling, and when
waking up or going to bed. We are witness to children growing and we
value their happiness and the peace of mind and comfort of their
parents".

BABIDU; B-34

Babidu was founded in 1992 by antonio gimenez with the vision of
creating a children’s brand offering the best quality, a refined taste for
details and becoming a fashion reference in the children’s apparel world.
Babidu dresses the little ones with design, comfort and quality. All our
designs are manufactured with high quality fabrics and in an almost
handcrafted way, as we take care of the smallest details.
Babidu’s aim has always been to inspire our customers with a full
collection of soft and elegant clothes like dresses, rompers, bibs, throws,
sweatbands, bodysuits… from 0 – 36 months and from 2 years – 6
years.
All our collection is directed babies of between zero and two years, but
we rely on certain products that they are up to twelve years. It is the case
of the pyjamas and of the underwear, both for children and for girls.
At Babidu we have fused the quality and lightness of the 100 cotton to
make beautiful collections. In Babidu we dress the little ones with sweet
and comfortable designs, but above all, healthy for the baby's skin.
We use 100% cotton in our designs as a natural protection for the little
ones, caressing their sensitive skin and letting them perspire better and
feel good.
Our range of products always has light blue and pink pastel as
protagonists of baby clothes, but every year we incorporate innovations
in the collection for special moments. In addition this season black are
very present in our collection. This autumn-winter 2019 we will
emphasize the original and sweet prints.

BIMBI DREAMS; B-23

BIMBI DREAMS, by Coimasa, was born in 1978 and since then we have
been loving and taking care of the babies
Design and production are carried out with Oeko-Tex and organic
materials at our own facilities in Spain. This process allows to control
each piece by ourselves and to warranty the quality of our products
“Made in Spain” as we really wish the best for the newborns and babies.

OLMITOS; B-35

Welcome to our magical world where the happiness of the little ones is
our inspiration. We love children, we live, think and create thinking about
them and their happiness.
We care about all that you, as parents, we worry about. We are parents
like you, so we know your needs and that of the smallest. And we exert
our self to improve every day.
We accompany you in all your adventures, we want to be present in the
most important moments of your little ones in their first steps in their
games, in their daily battles with meals, when you sleep, when dreams ...
We love what we do, and above all is the love of things well done, and
this is the value we are trying to transmit through our products.

PEKEBABY CREATIVE, S.L.; B-33

All our products are manufactured entirely in Spain with top quality
materials. Our catalogue is made up of footmuffs, quilts, nets, nordic
nests, sleeping bags, receiving blankets, pushchair mats, set of sheets,
flannel sheets, etc. If you delve into our catalogue, you will find two kind
of collections: collections with printed patterns and collections with
embroidered motifs, as well as a great range of waterproof products.
“Flexibility and speed” is our motto. Not minimum order. ODM service:
we can design and produce your own brand. The quality of our products
is our strength.

PLASTIMYR; B-41

Since 1957 the Spanish company PLASTIMYR works to achieve a clear
objective: make babies happy. Today PLASTIMYR continues working
with and for babies, creating high-quality products for a better and safer
life. Babies and parents are its passion and its main commitment.
PLASTIMYR is leader in Spanish childcare and increasingly in the
international market. Its catalogue includes high chairs, playpens, swings
& rockers, walkers, baths & changers, travel cots... all created from the
perspective of small children and the intention to make simple, easy and
safe daily activities such as eating, playing, bathing, dressing or
sleeping. Some of this products as the changers, baby baths, bed rails
and playpens are designed and produced in Spain.
You are cordially invited to visit our booth located in Hall B- Stand B41
and discover all our products and novelties, including our new Disney
Geo collection.

